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The show hasÂ received the People's Choice Award for favorite comedy and, forÂ Jim Parsons, an
Emmy and a Golden Globe. Here's the full story on the sciencey sitcom.Â A is for awardsâ€”The Big
Bang Theory has been showered with awards for being the smartest and funniest TV sitcom
around. B is for Barenaked Ladiesâ€”read all about the band that performed the show's famous
theme song, "The History of Everything." C is for Caltechâ€”find out more about the world-famous
university where our favorite four Big Bang characters work. From special guests like Katee
Sackhoff and River Glau, to predecessorÂ shows like Beauty and the Geek and The IT Crowd, it's
all here.
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It was poorly written and had nothing new in it. If you watch the show you would have known
everything in this book. You would have more fun just watching the show's re-runs. Spend your
money on other Big Bang Theory stuff.

I am a huge fan of TBBT. My wife and I have seen every episode more than once and own them all
on Bluray. That being said, we are up on all things TBBT. I was hoping this book would enhance
that and tell us some things that maybe we didnt know. I was wrong. The book is a very poorly
written mishmosh of random facts that are not layed out in any order whatsoever. Reading the book
is very frustrating. It feels as if the Author is filling the pages with as many useless words as
possible to fill space. Also, they must have been having a huge sale on exclamation points! because

the book is littered with them. It reminds me of the episode of seinfeld called "The Sniffing
Accountant" where Elaine filled her new boyfriends book with exclamation points because he
refused to use them at all. This book is good for random facts about the show that can be picked up
anywhere and for someone who is just getting into the show. For seasoned fans of the show, its
worthless. ;-)

There was way too much focus on the Penny charactor and actress info- very little on the other
actors, producers, writers. I was disappointed in this book.

Sheldon is the funniest man on a comedy show. This book Tells you about the actors and the
Making of The Big Bang Theory. Im not into geeks guys, but im into Rockers Guys. Geeks act really
funny.. But Sheldon, Leonard, Howard and Raj are the totally funny geeks. DONT listen to the
people who brought this book. Because they wish that they are smart, funny, and awesome in a
National TV Show.. #1 Fan of Team Sheldon;)

This came up in my recommendations after completing another transaction, and as soon as I saw
the special guest description of "Katee Sackhoff and River Glau" I knew it would be a waste of my
time. I've never even seen the Sarah-whatever-Chronicles, but I've seen every episode of BBT and
have guy friends WAITING to use the line "It's hot in here, it must be summer"... from when Raj tries
to hit on SUMMER GLAU. If they can't get the details right in the description, I can't imagine how
much they've screwed up in the actual text. Reviewer #1 was right, just watch the re-runs. Better
use of your time and it's free on Hulu instead of paying $11+ for a book of nonsense.

Bits and pieces strung together in a haphazard alphabetical way. Doesn't tell you anything you
didn't already know if you are a fan of the series. Waste of money.

I gave the book a 8.8/10. I would've rated it higher, but there's a picture on pages 24-25 that the
caption says is the Barenaked Ladies, but it's not, I have no idea who the band is. Good book
overall though. I agree with the 1 star reviewer that if you watch all the episodes this book might be
a bit redundant, but I just like that it's in book form with a lot of information.

If you are a fan of the show ... you will LOVE this book.and, it's CHEAP ..... always
good.Tom.Rook@Technik-SA.US
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